
New STEM Hydraulics Maker Set!

              




Pathfinders Design is proud to release  its new Hydraulics STEM Maker Set for Science 

Center programs, Maker and Tinker spaces, and Engineering and outreach programs.

Building on the popular Hydraulics Class pack, 
Pathfinders has collaborated with the University of 
California’s Lawrence Hall of Science to create a unique 
reusable set of materials for programs related to 
Hydraulics, Simple Machines and Engineering and 
invention.
       Intuitive and challenging, children from ages 6 and over 
can explore and create machines with real hands-on 
experiences engaging their curiosity and creative problem 
solving. Whether they make a machine that replicates or 
solves a real world problem, or one that makes a funny face, 
students learn to think differently when they can easily 
explore connecting and making a machine move. 
     With a simple challenge, the students can imagine a 
solution, experiment, and problem solve and build a 
machine that solves the problem - or they can just tinker!

     Best of all, the pieces are intuitive, there is a very fast learning curve for the kids, so time can 
be spent testing ideas, tinkering, and making. Instructional staff do not need extensive training as 
the parts are easy to understand and work with, and the materials can make simple machines or 
highly complex Rube Goldberg style machines, it all depends on the challenges - and the 
imagination of the student!

The Maker Set is ideal for up to 50 
students,- for schools, science centers 
and museum schools and weekend 
maker and summer camp programs.
    Product is natural wood, plywood 
and mdf with syringes and tubes to 
make the machines work.

Building on a base, kids can 
make simple, to highly 
complex machines - and 
decorate them at the end!

Simple lever lifter

Complex parallel 
linkage

    Designed as an open-ended resource 
this STEM Maker set combines ease of 
use with fun real-life challenges, to 
stimulate the creativity in kids and  provide 
excellent curriculum based learning.

Make  hurling machines!

A great reusable resource 
for a Maker Space!

Science without friction! 



What’s in the Set? - thousands of pieces!   (over 1900 pieces actually!)

Plywood linkages
 - 4 different kinds, 240 pieces

4 different dowel sizes and piles of each size!
(agreed that “piles” is not a real number, but 
there are a lot - 740 pieces in total!).

Hundreds (540 actually) of 
strong wooden pieces to 
connect, join, lift grab support 
and more!

68 tubes 135 syringes!

Design Challenges

120 MDF 
connector 
pieces, 
winders and 
platforms!

Pipe cleaners, elastics, rubber O-rings

No batteries, wire or expensive parts to replace!

Great for family activity 

tinkering spaces!

35 bases - 
enough for 
about 50 
students 
working in 
groups!



Pour!

Collaborate!

Lift!

Rotate!

Grab!

Create!
Make!

Tinker!

Excite!

Energize!
Excavate

See it in action! 
Lawrence Hall of 
Science Flickr Web 
page 
 
The Pathfinders 
STEM Maker web 
Site.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lhsingenuitylab/albums/72157659273676949
http://Make!
https://www.flickr.com/photos/lhsingenuitylab/albums/72157659273676949
http://Make!


Doing an outreach program in a school? 
The Maker Set is easy to transport!

The parts fit in a few 
basins and away you go!

Lay it out on a few desks and the 
students are ready to Make!

Easy to use in 1 
to 3 hour classes.

A robust and 
reusable set of 
materials for a 
wide variety of 
programs!



Animate!

Take the frogs 
for a ride! 
(really, is that a thing?)

Made with mdf and 
quality fsc certified 

wood from sustainable 
sources! 

Science without friction! 
www.pathfindersdesign.com 
www.pathfindersdesign.net

Pathfinders Hydraulics STEM Maker Set

Pathfinders is a global,  
award wining innovative 

educational kit designer and 
manufacturer. 

Designed by Canadian 
teachers, our kits and products 

are used in schools and  
science centers and sold in 
quality toy stores around the 

world.

Pathfinders donate 1% of 
sales to protect and 
enhance the natural 

environment.

http://www.pathfindersdesignandtechnology.com/
http://www.pathfindersdesign.net/www.pathfindersdesign.net/Hydraulics_STEM_Maker_Set.html
http://www.pathfindersdesignandtechnology.com/
http://www.pathfindersdesign.net/www.pathfindersdesign.net/Hydraulics_STEM_Maker_Set.html

